
 

ONE THING IS NECESSARY 
Becky Douglass (Luke 10:38-42; Matthew 6:31-34) 

We’ve been talking about going through different seasons and times in our lives, realising that the last 
couple of years have brought out just how uncertain life can be and how difficult seasons of life can come 
on us very unexpectedly. The last two weeks we’ve seen two wrong ways to deal with this – trying control 
our lives through excessive planning, or just giving up! The next two weeks, we want to look at two things 
that can help us to face life the way God wants us to do so. I am sure there are many more than just two, 
but these are two which have been helpful to me lately. 

At the beginning of the year, and at other times my situation changes, I keep my eyes open for a verse or 
two which God will give me to guide my thinking and actions during that particular season. Sometimes it is 
an encouragement to keep going, other times it is a challenge to make changes, still other times it is an 
attitude I need to adopt so that I am seeing things from His perspective. Once I find something, I put it on 
my computer as my desktop graphic as a way to constantly remind myself of what God has said to me. I 
need constant reminders! 

As I was on holidays at the beginning of this year, I got caught up on some reading and today’s Bible 
readings came up several times – I decided God might be wanting to tell me something! As I have studied 
them, I have come to realise that their message is so very helpful to us as we face the uncertainties of life. 

The setting (v. 38) 

The incident in Luke starts as Jesus heads to Jerusalem for what will be his final days before His 
crucifixion. The disciples have been with him for more than 2 years now. Just about everyone in Israel 
would be at least familiar with His name and many would have heard His teaching and experienced His 
healing. The Jewish leaders were beginning to plot how they could silence Him – maybe they were already 
talking about how they could get the Romans to kill him as a trouble-maker. Jesus knew all this, but first in 
His mind was the job which He knew lay ahead of Him. Each step of the way, He was listening to His 
Father and following His Father’s will. 

Now as they went on their way, Jesus entered a village. And a woman named Martha welcomed him 
into her house.  

In his writings, Luke often highlights the positive importance of hospitality. It is one of the Christian virtues 
which He particularly emphasises. Just before this event, he has talked about the disciples going out into 
the villages, preaching about the Kingdom of God and looking for receptive hearers. One of the key signs of 
that receptivity was hospitality. If the disciples didn’t find anyone who would welcome them into their house, 
then they were to move on to the next village. Immediately before our current passage, is the parable of the 
Good Samaritan – which the Grace Groups will look this week – which highlights the importance of 
hospitality as part of neighbourly love which fulfills the commands of God.  



Our first introduction to Martha is to say that she welcomes Jesus into her home. This is high praise – 
showing her as one who is receptive to Jesus and His message and who is exhibiting love of her neighbour 
as God commands. Later in the Gospels we will see her become a close friend of Jesus, a witness to the 
resurrection of her brother, and probably providing hospitality to Jesus during His final week before the 
crucifixion. She and her sister and brother were part of the inner circle of Jesus’ followers. 

The presenting problem (v. 39,40) 

But at their first meeting, we see a problem arising which disturbs the occasion.  

And she had a sister called Mary, who sat at the Lord’s feet and listened to his teaching. But Martha 
was distracted with much serving. And she went up to him and said, “Lord, do you not care that my 
sister has left me to serve alone? Tell her then to help me.” 

Mary and Martha respond differently to Jesus. Firstly, we see a difference in posture. Mary sits at Jesus’ 
feet. This posture was one assumed by disciples, showing deference to the knowledge and status of a 
rabbi or teacher. Her focus is totally on learning from Jesus.  

Martha, on the other hand, is bustling around in her role as hostess, seeking to serve this important visitor. 
We are told that she is “distracted with much serving”. The Greek word used implies that she is being 
pulled in multiple directions, that her head is spinning as she tries to get everything ready – her focus is all 
over the place. I know what that’s like! In fact, that is how I was feeling much of November and December 
last year. As a church we were navigating out way out of lockdown and I was attempting (vainly) to keep up 
with the changing COVID situation here (and spending the week leading up to Christmas in isolation!). 
Personally, I was finishing up my Greek class, trying to arrange care for my father up in Coffs Harbour, and 
seeking to encourage my son in Denmark who was heading back into lockdown. Later, Jesus will tell 
Martha that she is “anxious and troubled about many things” and that is exactly how I felt. That was a 
uniquely stressful time for me, but to be honest, it doesn’t always take such a unique time for me to feel 
“distracted” and “anxious and troubled about many things”. In fact, I think just living in this world, with its 
multiplicity of concerns, opinions, and pressures often captures us and causes us to be stressed and 
fragmented. And what is the natural outcome of this mental and emotional state? We either implode and 
collapse, or we explode - which is exactly what Martha did. The English translation we read is very 
understated when it says that she “went up to Jesus”. The idea is more like she burst into the room and 
threw up her hands in disgust!  

Luke then makes another contrast between Mary and Martha. As Mary is sitting at Jesus’ feet, she is 
listening to Him. She is learning as He teaches her about His kingdom and she is beginning to see things 
from His perspective. She is submitting to Him and His agenda for her. 

Martha, on the other hand, is not listening, she’s talking. She decides she needs to tell Jesus his short-
comings - he doesn’t care about her and he is failing to do what needs to be done to correct the situation. 
Ouch! I think there might have been a few times I’ve reacted the same way when I have been anxious 
about something – have you? Martha calls Jesus, “Lord”. She acknowledges His status, but there is very 
little submission to Him. Rather, she wants to use His status to fulfill her agenda. Again, I can see myself in 
Martha – just a little bit! 

Jesus’ insight into the underlying problem (v.41,42; Matthew 6:31-34) 

Martha has a problem and she is clear about what she thinks it is – too much work and too few hands – all 
of which could be solved if her sister would just do her part. But Jesus doesn’t agree with her because 
Jesus sees beneath the surface to the underlying problem. 

But the Lord answered her, “Martha, Martha, you are anxious and troubled about many things, but 
one thing is necessary. Mary has chosen the good portion, which will not be taken away from her.” 

Let me just say up front here that I don’t think this is saying that we must all spend our days in quiet 
contemplation. Too many other places Jesus tells us that there is work to be done in His kingdom and 
sometimes it will be hard work. This is where I think our passage from Matthew 6 is helpful in 
understanding Jesus’s point here. 



These verses summarize all that Jesus has been teaching in the previous dozen verses or so where he is 
talking about our need to trust God to provide us what we need. 

Therefore do not be anxious, saying, ‘What shall we eat?’ or ‘What shall we drink?’ or ‘What shall we 

wear?’ (v. 31) 

This sounds a lot like Martha’s concerns, doesn’t it? You can just see her bustling around working out the 

details of the next meal for these unexpected visitors – important visitors at that! It is not that we don’t need 

to think through these issues at times, but that we shouldn’t become anxious about them. Why? 

For the Gentiles seek after all these things, and your heavenly Father knows that you need them all. 

(v. 32) 

Those who don’t know God have to worry about these things because they think no one is in control, but 

we who do know God, know that He’s in control. He knows what is necessary for our lives and we can trust 

Him completely. Just as a father knows his children and their needs, so God knows us and knows our 

individual needs – better than we know them ourselves. Just to share a silly personal illustration - when I 

was pregnant with Ian in the USA, Scott was a student at Bible College, working part-time and I was 

working part-time in the Bible College library. We didn’t have a lot of money! We also didn’t have family 

around as my parents were here in Australia and Scott’s family was in another state and we didn’t have 

much to do with them. We didn’t have much support around us. My biggest concern was how we were 

going to get everything needed for a new baby. For some reason that illudes me now, I was particularly 

concerned that I wouldn’t have enough baby blankets. I had pictures in my head of having to wrap the baby 

in towels or Scott’s T-shirts! Anyway, before the birth and shortly after it, I ended up having three different 

baby showers and you know what the most popular gift was? Baby blankets! I had baby blankets in every 

possible colour, shape, size, and weight. I had so many baby blankets I ended up giving away half of them 

unused to the local Crisis Pregnancy Centre. I have to laugh at it now, but at the time, it was God’s gentle 

but powerful way of letting me know that He knew what was needed and He had it under control. Why do 

we keep forgetting this? 

So, if we are not supposed to “seek after all these things”, what are we supposed to do? 

But seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all these things will be added to you. 

(v.33) 

This is the “one thing necessary” that Jesus was talking about with Martha. This is what Mary was doing. 

She wasn’t just sitting there doing nothing. Mary was learning what she needed to know in order to be able 

to do what she needed to do. Only Jesus can show us how to deal with the distractions and anxieties of the 

world in which we live. Attention to God and His Word gives us the perspective we need to know what God 

wants us to do and what He wants us to leave in His hands.  

Seeking the kingdom of God means to submit to His rule over our lives, to allow Him to set our agenda and 

determine what is important. Seeking God’s righteousness means to reflect God’s character in our lives – 

how we do things is often far more important than what we do. This is what “will not be taken away” from 

us. We can live this way in a castle or a dungeon, in a healthy body or handicapped one, as a child, youth, 

middle-aged or a senior citizen, in good times or bad. This changes our perspective on all of life and can 

guard us against the crushing weight of anxiety.  

If you are like me at all, I have to keep going back to this and reminding myself of this to stop me from 

heading in the wrong direction. As God gave these passages to me to guide me in this next season, I think 

He wanted to remind me that as we find our way in this “new normal” and as life keeps happening in 

unpredictable ways, I will need to make sure that I prioritise my own time to “sit at the Lord’s feet”. I will 

never know what I need to do and how I need to do it unless I first listen to Him and get His perspective on 

the situation. It's a bit like needing to wear glasses. This sinful, hurting, worrying, hurrying world distorts our 

view of things. We get bombarded with so much and our mind starts spinning out of control and our focus is 

all over the place. It is only as we put on our “Kingdom” glasses that we can see things clearly – to focus on 

things with God’s perspective. Then we can get up and get on with the work that He calls us to do. 



There is one final point from the passage in Matthew. 

“Therefore do not be anxious about tomorrow, for tomorrow will be anxious for itself. Sufficient for the 

day is its own trouble. (v. 34) 

When we gain God’s perspective on life, we can then walk day by day, moment by moment with Him. With 

a greater appreciation of His eternal plans and purposes, we can focus on what is right in front of us, 

knowing that He is working on the bigger picture. Elizabeth Elliot had a favourite saying for when worries 

are pressing in, and you don’t know where you are heading. She counsels to “do the next thing”. Do what is 

right in front of you and you know you need to do. Maybe that is to cook dinner or go to work or fix the car. 

If you don’t know what is beyond that, then do that and trust God to show you the next step when it is time 

to take that one. I don’t know how many times that has enabled me to keep going until things became 

clearer. There will be times to plan for tomorrow under God’s guidance, but sometimes the next thing is all 

you know and all you can handle. In those times, remember that God’s got you and you can trust Him. 

Conclusion 

Looking back on the story of Mary and Martha, what have we learned from Jesus’ insight into their 

underlying problem?  

Firstly, that it is very easy for life to press in on us and for us to become distracted and anxious. Martha had 

the best of intensions as she welcomed Jesus into her home, but then she became overwhelmed by her 

own ideas of what should be happening. Therefore, we need to be sure that we make it a priority for us to 

spend time with God, sitting at His feet and learning from Him. This is the only way we can get those 

“kingdom” glasses that we need to see things clearly. Then we will know what He wants us to do and we 

can focus on that.  

Secondly, we need to keep trusting Him to have our lives under His control – that He knows us intimately 

and knows what is best for us. He will teach us how to submit our lives to Him and to live according to His 

righteousness, reflecting His character in all we do. How we do things is as important as what we do. 

Martha was doing a good thing, but in the wrong way and that led to her explosion! 

Finally, As we begin to see things from His perspective and trust Him for our lives, then we can walk with 

Him day by day and step by step. We can focus on the present knowing that He has our future in His loving 

hands. There will be times to plan for the future and to see where we’re heading, but most of life is a matter 

of “doing the next thing” … and the next thing and the next thing, trusting Him for the big picture. We can be 

content to know what He wants us to do today when we know that He knows what tomorrow holds. 

  

 


